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How much is just a 6 inch at subway

6″ Subway (Vegetarian) Prices / Rates Veggie Delite 6″ Sub — Rs.110.00 (Rs 129 with taxes) Veg Shammi 6″ Sub — Rs.125.00 (Rs 147 with taxes) Veggie Patty 6″ Sub — Rs.125.00 (Rs 147 with taxes) Chatpata Chana 6″ Sub — Rs.110.00 (Rs 129 with taxes) Hara Bhara Kebab 6″ Sub — Rs.110.00 (Rs 129 with taxes) Green Peas Patty 6″ Sub —
Rs.110.00 (Rs 129 with taxes) Mexican Patty 6″ Sub — Rs.110.00 (Rs 129 with taxes) Paneer Tikka 6″ Sub — Rs.125.00 (Rs 147 with taxes) Corn & Peas 6″ Sub — Rs.125.00 (Rs 147 with taxes) Aloo Patty 6″ Sub– Rs.125.00 (Rs 147 with taxes) 6″ Subway (Non-Vegetarian) Prices / Rates Chicken Tikka 6″ Sub — Rs.135.00 (Rs 159 with taxes) Chicken
Seekh 6″ Sub — Rs.135.00 (Rs 159 with taxes) Chicken Tandoori 6″ Sub — Rs.135.00 (Rs 159 with taxes) Chicken Ham 6″ Sub –Rs.135.00 (Rs 159 with taxes) Chicken Teriyaki 6″ Sub — Rs.150.00 (Rs 176 with taxes) Italian B.M.T. 6″ Sub — Rs.150.00 (Rs 176 with taxes) Subway Club 6″ Sub — Rs.150.00 (Rs 176 with taxes) Turkey 6″ Sub —
Rs.150.00 (Rs 176with taxes) Turkey & Chicken Ham 6″ Sub — Rs.150.00 (Rs 176 with taxes) Roasted Chicken 6″ Sub — Rs.135.00 (Rs 159 with taxes) Tuna 6″ Sub –Rs.150.00 (Rs 176 with taxes) Footlongs start at Rs 215 + taxes (Veg) and Rs 250 + taxes (Non-veg) *Prices are from October 2014. Please check with Subway for the latest prices!
Making conversions between the English system of measurement and the Metric system is no sweat. All you need to know is the conversion factor, and you are all set.Convert Inches to CentimetersInches is a unit of length in the English system, along with other units like feet and miles. Centimeters is a unit of length in the metric system. Suppose
you measure your pencil and discover that it is four inches long. However, perhaps your teacher wanted your answer in centimeters, and you do not have a metric ruler nearby. This is not a problem at all. To convert from inches to centimeters, take your measurement in inches, multiply it by 2.54, and you will find the length in centimeters. So, your
pencil would be four times 2.54, or 10.16 centimeters.Change From Centimeters to InchesYou can do the reverse conversion just as easily when going from centimeters to inches. This time, instead of multiplying by 2.54, you will divide by 2.54. Perhaps your teacher asks to measure the length of your textbook, and you find that it is 27 centimeters
long. If you need to find the answer in inches, take 27 and divide it by 2.54, which gives you a result of approximately 10.63 inches long.Convert From Centimeters to FeetA foot is a longer unit of measurement in the English system. There are 12 inches in one foot. To make a conversion from centimeters to feet, you will again divide, but this time you
will divide by 30.48 _ 12 times 2.54. For example, if you measured something and determined that is was 210 centimeters long, divide by 30.48 to find that it is approximately 6.94 feet in length.Help From the InternetGranted, it can be difficult trying to memorize the various conversion factors that you might need to know. Thankfully, a couple of
clicks of your mouse can get an answer for you quickly. Type the conversion you need into the search bar, for example, how many meters are in three miles? Several web pages with calculators will pop up and do the math for you so that you do not need to worry about filing conversion factors into your mind.Other Helpful Conversions to KnowIf you
are a runner, it may be helpful to know how many miles are in a kilometer as many races are measured in the Metric system. One kilometer equals approximately 0.62 miles. So, if you are running a five-kilometer (5K) race, you will cover approximately 3.11 miles. Another helpful conversion is pounds to kilograms. One pound is the equivalent of about
0.45 kilograms. When having to share your weight, it may sound better to say 81.65 kilograms as opposed to 180 pounds. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Find Subway Menu with Prices in India. There are Subway Veg, Salad and Food Menu. Different Subway restaurants in India have different menus and price lists. Subway is an
American range of restaurants. Subway is named because they started with Submarine Sandwiches. It was founded by Fred DeLuca. They have more than 45000 restaurants around the world. They have their presence in more than 100 countries. Out of 45000, about 25000 restaurants are in the USA only. Subway has menu items in Sandwiches,
Footlongs Sandwiches, Breakfast Footlongs, Signature Wraps, Salads, Snack Wraps, Toasties, Cookies, Cookies and Drinks in India.Subway restaurant phone number can vary from store to store, you can contact their customer care number or headquarters contact number for support or enquiries. Subway Customer Support number is
(+91)-1244188700Subway usually opens late in the morning and closes late at night in most of the Subway restaurants.Monday-Saturday 11.00am - 11.00pmSunday 11.00am - 11.00pmSubway has menu item prices between ₹48 and ₹391. Menu items range from lowest priced item Dark Chunk Chocolate Cookie to highest priced item Feisty
Chicken Sub (30 cm, 12 inch).The price range of the menu of Subway at the store generally varies between:Subway restaurant email address may not be available for each restaurant; you can contact their general email address for support or enquiries. Subway India Email address is ✉ SA_development@subway.comSubway India official website is If
you need to send an email for support or enquiries, you can reach them at ✉ SA_development@subway.comreport this adreport this adRelated Articles We all know that Subway serves one of the best subs in the world and their menu is always changing. So it’s important to know their latest menu before giving them a visit and in this post let’s see
their latest menu. Subway is mainly known for its delicious subs and salads. Their menu includes all sandwiches, protein bowls, signature wraps, fresh fit choices™, breakfast, salads, sides and drinks. They offer subs in two sizes: 6 inches and 12 inches. This was just an overview of their menu and the complete menu is mentioned below. Apart from
the menu, I have some other useful information for you such as nutritional information, contact details and franchisee details. Before jumping to their menu, let’s have a quick look at their history. Subway is an American restaurant franchise that was founded by Fred DeLuca and Peter Buck on August 28, 1965. The first store of Subway was opened in
Bridgeport, Connecticut, U.S. and right now, it is the fastest-growing franchise in the world with 44,800 restaurants. Subway Menu Prices The Subway menu is mainly all about subs, wraps and salads. If you visit them during breakfast time, they have got some good options for you such as Bacon, Egg & Cheese Footlong with Regular Egg, Egg &
Cheese 6 Inch with Regular Egg, Steak, Egg & Cheese 6 Inch with Regular Egg and much more. In subs, you can order B.L.T. 6 Inch Regular Sub, Buffalo Chicken Footlong Regular Sub, Cold Cut Combo 6 Inch Regular Sub, Spicy Italian Footlong Regular Sub, Turkey & Bacon Guacamole 6 Inch Regular Sub, Veggie Delite® 6 Inch Regular Sub,
Meatball Marinara 6 Inch Regular Sub and a plenty more. For those of you who don’t like subs, you can also order wraps such as Caesar Chicken, Chipotle Southwest Steak & Cheese, Oven Roasted Chicken, Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki and much more. Want to have something extra healthy? You can try out their protein bowls and Fresh Fit
Choices™ such as Tuna Sandwich, Black Forest Ham 6 Inch Regular Sub, Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki Footlong Regular Sub, Veggie Delite® Footlong Regular Sub and many more. You can also order their sides and drinks such as Miss Vickie’s® Jalapeño, Oatmeal Raisin, Chocolate Chip, Coca-Cola® and much more. They also have catering
services as well. The best part about the subway is that they only use fresh ingredients and bread for their subs and other products. Their slogan is also “Eat Fresh”, as they’ve branded themselves as a healthy alternative to typical fast-food establishments. They have a young and a energetic staff as a majority of their staff compromises of college
students. So let’s check out the latest Subway menu with prices. All Sandwiches B.L.T. 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.69B.L.T. Footlong Regular Sub$8.99Black Forest Ham 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.29Black Forest Ham Footlong Regular Sub$8.68Buffalo Chicken 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.99Buffalo Chicken Footlong Regular Sub$9.99Chicken & Bacon Ranch 6 Inch
Regular Sub$6.99Chicken & Bacon Ranch Footlong Regular Sub$9.99Cold Cut Combo 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.29Cold Cut Combo Footlong Regular Sub$8.69Italian B.M.T.® 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.69Italian B.M.T.® Footlong Regular Sub$9.49Meatball Marinara 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.29Meatball Marinara Footlong Regular Sub$8.69Oven Roasted
Chicken 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.99Oven Roasted Chicken Footlong Regular Sub$9.49Pizza Sub 6 Inch Regular Sub$4.90Pizza Sub Footlong Regular Sub$5.98Spicy Italian 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.29Spicy Italian Footlong Regular Sub$8.69Steak & Cheese 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.99Steak & Cheese Footlong Regular Sub$9.99Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki
6 Inch Regular Sub$6.29Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki Footlong Regular Sub$9.99Subway Melt® 6 Inch Regular Sub$7.25Subway Melt® Footlong Regular Sub$10.55Tuna 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.99Tuna Footlong Regular Sub$9.49Turkey & Bacon Guacamole 6 Inch Regular Sub$7.15Turkey & Bacon Guacamole Footlong Regular Sub$12.25Turkey
Breast 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.69Turkey Breast Footlong Regular Sub$9.49Turkey Breast & Black Forest Ham 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.69Turkey Breast & Black Forest Ham Footlong Regular Sub$9.49Veggie Delite® 6 Inch Regular Sub$4.49Veggie Delite® Footlong Regular Sub$5.99Veggie Patty 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.69Veggie Patty Footlong Regular
Sub$9.49 Also, read the official Arby’s menu Protein Bowls Black Forest Ham$8.69B.L.T.$10.65Buffalo Chicken$9.99Caesar Chicken$10.25Chicken & Bacon Ranch$9.99Cold Cut Combo$8.69Italian B.M.T.®$9.99Meatball Marinara$8.69Oven Roasted Chicken$9.49Pizza Sub$7.98Spicy Italian$8.69Steak & Cheese$10.15Subway Melt®$12.55Sweet
Onion Chicken Teriyaki$9.99Tuna$9.49Turkey & Bacon Guacamole$12.25Turkey Breast & Black Forest Ham$11.49Turkey Breast$9.49Veggie Patty$10.49 Signature Wraps Black Forest Ham$8.55B.L.T.$8.55Buffalo Chicken Signature Wrap$8.55Caesar Chicken$8.99Chicken & Bacon Ranch$8.55Chipotle Southwest Steak & Cheese$8.55Cold Cut
Combo$8.55Italian B.M.T.®$8.55Meatball Marinara$8.55Oven Roasted Chicken$8.55Spicy Italian$8.55Steak & Cheese$8.55Subway Melt®$8.55Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki$8.55Tuna$8.55Turkey, Bacon & Guacamole$8.55Turkey Breast$8.55Turkey Breast & Black Forest Ham$8.55Veggie Delite®$8.55Veggie Patty$8.55 Also, read the original
Quizno’s menu Fresh Fit Choices™ Black Forest Ham 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.29Black Forest Ham Footlong Regular Sub$8.69Oven Roasted Chicken 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.99Oven Roasted Chicken Footlong Regular Sub$9.49Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki 6 Inch Regular Sub$6.29Sweet Onion Chicken Teriyaki Footlong Regular Sub$9.99Turkey Breast
6 Inch Regular Sub$6.69Turkey Breast Footlong Regular Sub$9.49Veggie Delite® 6 Inch Regular Sub$4.49Veggie Delite® Footlong Regular Sub$5.99 Breakfast Bacon, Egg & Cheese 6 Inch with Regular Egg$6.19Bacon, Egg & Cheese Footlong with Regular Egg$8.99Bacon, Egg & Cheese Signature Wrap$8.55Black Forest Ham, Egg & Cheese 6
Inch with Regular Egg$6.19Black Forest Ham, Egg & Cheese Footlong with Regular Egg$8.99Black Forest Ham, Egg & Cheese Signature Wrap$8.55Egg & Cheese 6 Inch with Regular Egg$6.19Egg & Cheese Footlong with Regular Egg$8.99Egg & Cheese Signature Wrap$8.55Steak, Egg & Cheese 6 Inch with Regular Egg$6.19Steak, Egg & Cheese
Footlong with Regular Egg$8.99Steak, Egg & Cheese Signature Wrap$8.55 Salads B.L.T.$8.69Black Forest Ham$7.99Buffalo Chicken$8.99Chicken & Bacon Ranch$8.99Cold Cut Combo$7.99Italian B.M.T. ®$8.69Meatball Marinara$7.99Oven Roasted Chicken$8.69Pizza Sub$8.38Spicy Italian$7.99Steak & Cheese$8.99Subway Melt®$8.99Sweet
Onion Chicken Teriyaki$8.69Tuna$8.69Turkey & Bacon Guacamole$9.99Turkey Breast$8.69Turkey Breast & Ham Salad$8.69Veggie Delite®$7.99Veggie Patty$8.25 Sides Musselman’s Apple Sauce$1.69Chocolate Chip$0.89Oatmeal Raisin$0.89Raspberry Cheesecake$0.90White Chip Macadamia Nut$0.89Baked Lay’s® Original$1.49DORITOS®
Nacho Cheese$1.49SunChips® Harvest Cheddar$1.49LAY’S® Classic$1.49Miss Vickie’s® Jalapeño$1.49 Read the original Firehouse Subs menu prices Drinks Coca-Cola®$2.39DASANI® Water$2.39Honest Kids® Super Fruit Punch$1.50Simply Orange® Juice$2.39Sprite®$2.39vitaminwater® XXX$2.39 Subway Secret Menu The secret menu of
Subway is something that a lot of people are not talking about. The reason behind this is that a lot of people don’t know about the secret menu of Subway. And due to this, their secret menu items are widely underrated. So, I will tell you about all the items that are present on the secret menu of Subway. Let’s check that out. 1) The Pizza Sub– This
Pizza Sub is basically a pizza that happens to be a submarine sandwich. Filled with pepperoni, tomato sauce and cheese, this sub is a wonderful treat for all the sandwich lovers. You can also add sausage or meat to this sub to make it tastier. 2) The Meat Fest– Just imagine that all the varieties of meat present in a single submarine sandwich. Sounds
exciting! Right? Well, this is possible if you try the Meat Fest from Subway’s secret menu. This sub will be a perfect delight for you if you want to kill your hunger. 3) Chicken Parmesan– A lot of roasted chicken, parmesan cheese and marinara sauce along with spinach, olives and black pepper is something that a Subway fan dreams of. In 2010, the
Chicken Parmesan was a regular food item at Subway, but it got removed from the regular menu. That’s why you can find it on their secret menu. The strong flavors of this sub are enough to fill up your appetite. 4) The Old Cut Sub– A very few people know that when Subway was started, they used to cut their bread like loaves in the old times. But the
people who remember it still love their sandwiches cut in the old style. But if an employee is not familiar with the old cut style, then it is very unlikely that you’ll get to have one. 5) More Please Sub– The one thing that people forget when they go to a Subway store is that there is no limit to the items that you put in your sandwich. No one will stop you
if you ask for more. You can create your own monster sub as this option is available in the secret Subway menu. 6) The Winged Style Sub– Many people must be thinking that this sub must be having wings and to be honest, I can’t deny this. This sub actually has small meat wings hanging around the edges of a sandwich. This gives some extra meat to
all the meat lovers on the edges to eat and it makes the sub more visually appealing as well. This sub is something that you want to eat from the secret Subway menu. 7) The Carnivore– If you are tired of subs having meat, then this carnivore sub will be your top pick. Just ask the Subway employee to add bacon, steak, pepperoni, onion, melted cheese,
jalapeños and pepper in your sub to cheer yourself up. This sub is a little spicy in taste, but one thing that I can assure you is that this sub will be something that you’ll never forget of. Also, read the latest prices of the Penn Station menu Nutritional Information Nutritional Breakdown If you are a diet concious person, then you should open the link
mentioned above to check the nutritional breakdown of the items present on the Subway menu. Subway Franchising Details Subway has 44,800 restaurants in more than 100 countries all over the world. It is also the largest restaurant chain in the world. It has locations in countries like the United Kingdom, India, United States, Russia, UAE, Germany
and more. If you want to open a Subway store, then this is how much it will cost you. Name of FeeCostInitial Franchise Fee$15,000Real PropertyFrom $2,000 to $12,000Leasehold ImprovementsFrom $40,900 to $200,000Equipment Lease Security DepositFrom $7,500 to $15,500Optional Security SystemFrom $2,450 to $3,550Freight Charges (varies
by location)From $3,000 to $14,000 Outside SignageFrpm $1,600 to $8,000Opening InventoryFrom $4,400 to $6,050InsuranceFrom $1,200 to $5,000SuppliesFrom $500 to $1,300Training Expenses (including travel & lodging)From $2,500 to $4,500Legal and AccountingFrom $1,000 to $3,500 Opening AdvertisingFrom $2,500 to $4,000Miscellaneous
Expenses (business license, utility deposits & small equipment)From $4,000 to $8,000Additional Funds – three monthsFrom $12,000 to $42,000Estimated TotalFrom $100,550 to $342,400 Check out the original Burger King menu Important Links Subway Contact Information Subway Corporate Office Address- 325 Bic Drive, Milford,
Connecticut 06461 Subway Corporate Phone Number- (203) 877-4281 You can also contact the team of Subway by using the contact form on their website. Social Profiles Facebook Page: facebook.com/subway Instagram Account: instagram.com/subway/ Twitter Handle: twitter.com/subway YouTube Channel: youtube.com/user/subway Facebook
Twitter LinkedIn Yummly
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